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INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER THEORY, 2ND ED Academic
Press
This textbook provides an accessible general introduction to the essential
topics in computer vision. Classroom-tested programming exercises and
review questions are also supplied at the end of each chapter. Features:
provides an introduction to the basic notation and mathematical concepts for
describing an image and the key concepts for mapping an image into an
image; explains the topologic and geometric basics for analysing image
regions and distributions of image values and discusses identifying patterns
in an image; introduces optic flow for representing dense motion and various
topics in sparse motion analysis; describes special approaches for image
binarization and segmentation of still images or video frames; examines the
basic components of a computer vision system; reviews different techniques
for vision-based 3D shape reconstruction; includes a discussion of stereo
matchers and the phase-congruency model for image features; presents an
introduction into classification and learning.

Noncooperative Game Theory Springer Science & Business
Media
The new edition of an introductory text that teaches
students the art of computational problem solving, covering
topics ranging from simple algorithms to information
visualization. This book introduces students with little or no
prior programming experience to the art of computational
problem solving using Python and various Python libraries,
including PyLab. It provides students with skills that will
enable them to make productive use of computational
techniques, including some of the tools and techniques of
data science for using computation to model and interpret
data. The book is based on an MIT course (which became
the most popular course offered through MIT's
OpenCourseWare) and was developed for use not only in a
conventional classroom but in in a massive open online
course (MOOC). This new edition has been updated for
Python 3, reorganized to make it easier to use for courses
that cover only a subset of the material, and offers
additional material including five new chapters. Students are
introduced to Python and the basics of programming in the
context of such computational concepts and techniques as
exhaustive enumeration, bisection search, and efficient
approximation algorithms. Although it covers such
traditional topics as computational complexity and simple

algorithms, the book focuses on a wide range of topics not
found in most introductory texts, including information
visualization, simulations to model randomness,
computational techniques to understand data, and statistical
techniques that inform (and misinform) as well as two
related but relatively advanced topics: optimization problems
and dynamic programming. This edition offers expanded
material on statistics and machine learning and new
chapters on Frequentist and Bayesian statistics.
Computational Complexity McGraw-Hill Science, Engineering &
Mathematics
"Intended as an upper-level undergraduate or introductory graduate
text in computer science theory," this book lucidly covers the key
concepts and theorems of the theory of computation. The
presentation is remarkably clear; for example, the "proof idea," which
offers the reader an intuitive feel for how the proof was constructed,
accompanies many of the theorems and a proof. Introduction to the
Theory of Computation covers the usual topics for this type of text
plus it features a solid section on complexity theory--including an
entire chapter on space complexity. The final chapter introduces
more advanced topics, such as the discussion of complexity classes
associated with probabilistic algorithms.
Number Theory for Computing Pearson Education India
Emphasizing issues of computational efficiency, Michael Kearns and
Umesh Vazirani introduce a number of central topics in computational
learning theory for researchers and students in artificial intelligence,
neural networks, theoretical computer science, and statistics.
Emphasizing issues of computational efficiency, Michael Kearns and
Umesh Vazirani introduce a number of central topics in computational
learning theory for researchers and students in artificial intelligence,
neural networks, theoretical computer science, and statistics.
Computational learning theory is a new and rapidly expanding area of
research that examines formal models of induction with the goals of
discovering the common methods underlying efficient learning
algorithms and identifying the computational impediments to learning.
Each topic in the book has been chosen to elucidate a general
principle, which is explored in a precise formal setting. Intuition has
been emphasized in the presentation to make the material accessible to
the nontheoretician while still providing precise arguments for the
specialist. This balance is the result of new proofs of established
theorems, and new presentations of the standard proofs. The topics
covered include the motivation, definitions, and fundamental results,
both positive and negative, for the widely studied L. G. Valiant model
of Probably Approximately Correct Learning; Occam's Razor, which
formalizes a relationship between learning and data compression; the
Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension; the equivalence of weak and strong
learning; efficient learning in the presence of noise by the method of
statistical queries; relationships between learning and cryptography,
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Business Media
The study of formal languages and of related families of
automata has long been at the core of theoretical computer
Introduction to Computer Theory Pearson Education science. Until recently, the main reasons for this centrality
were connected with the specification and analy sis of
India
programming languages, which led naturally to the following
Formal languages and automata theory is the study of ques tions. How might a grammar be written for such a
abstract machines and how these can be used for
language? How could we check whether a text were or were
not a well-formed program generated by that grammar? How
solving problems. The book has a simple and
could we parse a program to provide the structural analysis
exhaustive approach to topics like automata theory,
needed by a compiler? How could we check for ambiguity to en
formal languages and theory of computation. These
sure that a program has a unique analysis to be passed to the
descriptions are followed by numerous relevant
computer? This focus on programming languages has now been
examples related to the topic. A brief introductory
broadened by the in creasing concern of computer scientists
chapter on compilers explaining its relation to theory with designing interfaces which allow humans to communicate
with computers in a natural language, at least concerning
of computation is also given.
problems in some well-delimited domain of discourse. The
Computer Viruses: from theory to applications
necessary work in computational linguistics draws on studies
Springer Science & Business Media
both within linguistics (the analysis of human languages) and
This classic book on formal languages, automata
within artificial intelligence. The present volume is the first
theory, and computational complexity has been
textbook to combine the topics of formal language theory
updated to present theoretical concepts in a concise
traditionally taught in the context of program ming languages
with an introduction to issues in computational linguistics. It is
and straightforward manner with the increase of
one of a series, The AKM Series in Theoretical Computer
hands-on, practical applications. This new edition
Science, designed to make key mathematical developments in
comes with Gradiance, an online assessment tool
computer science readily accessible to undergraduate and
developed for computer science. Please note,
beginning graduate students.

and the resulting computational limitations on efficient learning;
reducibility between learning problems; and algorithms for learning
finite automata from active experimentation.

Gradiance is no longer available with this book, as we
no longer support this product.
Basic Category Theory for Computer Scientists John
Wiley & Sons
There are several theories of programming. The first
usable theory, often called "Hoare's Logic", is still
probably the most widely known. In it, a specification
is a pair of predicates: a precondition and
postcondition (these and all technical terms will be
defined in due course). Another popular and closely
related theory by Dijkstra uses the weakest
precondition predicate transformer, which is a
function from programs and postconditions to
preconditions. lones's Vienna Development Method
has been used to advantage in some industries; in it, a
specification is a pair of predicates (as in Hoare's
Logic), but the second predicate is a relation.
Temporal Logic is yet another formalism that
introduces some special operators and quantifiers to
describe some aspects of computation. The theory in
this book is simpler than any of those just mentioned.
In it, a specification is just a boolean expression.
Refinement is just ordinary implication. This theory is
also more general than those just mentioned, applying
to both terminating and nonterminating computation,
to both sequential and parallel computation, to both
stand-alone and interactive computation. And it
includes time bounds, both for algorithm classification
and for tightly constrained real-time applications.
Basic Techniques of Combinatorial Theory Jones &
Bartlett Publishers
This text strikes a good balance between rigor and an
intuitive approach to computer theory. Covers all the
topics needed by computer scientists with a
sometimes humorous approach that reviewers found
"refreshing". It is easy to read and the coverage of
mathematics is fairly simple so readers do not have to
worry about proving theorems.
A Practical Theory of Programming Springer Science &

Introduction to Information Theory W H Freeman &
Company
The book is a concise, self-contained and fully updated
introduction to automata theory – a fundamental topic of
computer sciences and engineering. The material is
presented in a rigorous yet convincing way and is
supplied with a wealth of examples, exercises and downto-the earth convincing explanatory notes. An ideal text to
a spectrum of one-term courses in computer sciences,
both at the senior undergraduate and graduate students.

Computer Science Cambridge University Press
Limits of Computation: An Introduction to the
Undecidable and the Intractable offers a gentle
introduction to the theory of computational
complexity. It explains the difficulties of computation,
addressing problems that have no algorithm at all and
problems that cannot be solved efficiently. The book
enables readers to understand: What does it mean for
a problem to be unsolvable or to be NP-complete?
What is meant by a computation and what is a general
model of a computer? What does it mean for an
algorithm to exist and what kinds of problems have no
algorithm? What problems have algorithms but the
algorithm may take centuries to finish? Developed
from the authors’ course on computational complexity
theory, the text is suitable for advanced
undergraduate and beginning graduate students
without a strong background in theoretical computer
science. Each chapter presents the fundamentals,
examples, complete proofs of theorems, and a wide
range of exercises.
Introduction to the Theory of Programming
Languages Prentice Hall
Designed for undergraduate courses in computer
theory, this textbook covers three areas: formal
languages, automata theory and Turing machines. The
author substitutes graphic representation for symbolic
proofs, making it accessible even to students with
little mathematical background.
Introduction to Computer Theory MIT Press
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New and classical results in computational complexity,
Kevin Wayne’s Computer Science: An
including interactive proofs, PCP, derandomization, and
Interdisciplinary Approach is the ideal modern
quantum computation. Ideal for graduate students.
introduction to computer science with Java
Languages And Machines: An Introduction To The Theory programming for both students and professionals.
Of Computer Science, 3/E John Wiley & Sons
Taking a broad, applications-based approach,
Introduction to Languages and the Theory of Computation
Sedgewick and Wayne teach through important
is an introduction to the theory of computation that
examples from science, mathematics, engineering,
emphasizes formal languages, automata and abstract
models of computation, and computability; it also includes finance, and commercial computing. The book
demystifies computation, explains its intellectual
an introduction to computational complexity and NPunderpinnings, and covers the essential elements of
completeness. Through the study of these topics,
students encounter profound computational questions and programming and computational problem solving in
today’s environments. The authors begin by
are introduced to topics that will have an ongoing impact
introducing basic programming elements such as
in computer science. Once students have seen some of
the many diverse technologies contributing to computer
variables, conditionals, loops, arrays, and I/O. Next,
science, they can also begin to appreciate the field as a
they turn to functions, introducing key modular
coherent discipline. A distinctive feature of this text is its programming concepts, including components and
gentle and gradual introduction of the necessary
reuse. They present a modern introduction to objectmathematical tools in the context in which they are used. oriented programming, covering current programming
Martin takes advantage of the clarity and precision of
paradigms and approaches to data abstraction.
mathematical language but also provides discussion and
Building on this foundation, Sedgewick and Wayne
examples that make the language intelligible to those just
learning to read and speak it. The material is designed to widen their focus to the broader discipline of
computer science. They introduce classical sorting
be accessible to students who do not have a strong
and searching algorithms, fundamental data structures
background in discrete mathematics, but it is also
appropriate for students who have had some exposure to and their application, and scientific techniques for
assessing an implementation’s performance. Using
discrete math but whose skills in this area need to be
abstract models, readers learn to answer basic
consolidated and sharpened.

Introduction to Computer Theory Walter de Gruyter
GmbH & Co KG
Now you can clearly present even the most complex
computational theory topics to your students with
Sipser's distinct, market-leading INTRODUCTION TO
THE THEORY OF COMPUTATION, 3E. The number
one choice for today's computational theory course,
this highly anticipated revision retains the unmatched
clarity and thorough coverage that make it a leading
text for upper-level undergraduate and introductory
graduate students. This edition continues author
Michael Sipser's well-known, approachable style with
timely revisions, additional exercises, and more
memorable examples in key areas. A new first-of-itskind theoretical treatment of deterministic contextfree languages is ideal for a better understanding of
parsing and LR(k) grammars. This edition's refined
presentation ensures a trusted accuracy and clarity
that make the challenging study of computational
theory accessible and intuitive to students while
maintaining the subject's rigor and formalism. Readers
gain a solid understanding of the fundamental
mathematical properties of computer hardware,
software, and applications with a blend of practical
and philosophical coverage and mathematical
treatments, including advanced theorems and proofs.
INTRODUCTION TO THE THEORY OF
COMPUTATION, 3E's comprehensive coverage
makes this an ideal ongoing reference tool for those
studying theoretical computing. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in
the ebook version.
Computer Theory Springer Science & Business Media
Named a Notable Book in the 21st Annual Best of
Computing list by the ACM! Robert Sedgewick and

questions about computation, gaining insight for
practical application. Finally, the authors show how
machine architecture links the theory of computing to
real computers, and to the field’s history and
evolution. For each concept, the authors present all
the information readers need to build confidence,
together with examples that solve intriguing problems.
Each chapter contains question-and-answer sections,
self-study drills, and challenging problems that
demand creative solutions. Companion web site
(introcs.cs.princeton.edu/java) contains Extensive
supplementary information, including suggested
approaches to programming assignments, checklists,
and FAQs Graphics and sound libraries Links to
program code and test data Solutions to selected
exercises Chapter summaries Detailed instructions for
installing a Java programming environment Detailed
problem sets and projects Companion 20-part series
of video lectures is available at
informit.com/title/9780134493831
A Recursive Introduction to the Theory of Computation
Springer Science & Business Media
Introduction to Formal Languages, Automata Theory and
Computation presents the theoretical concepts in a concise and
clear manner, with an in-depth coverage of formal grammar
and basic automata types. The book also examines the
underlying theory and principles of computation and is highly
suitable to the undergraduate courses in computer science and
information technology. An overview of the recent trends in
the field and applications are introduced at the appropriate
places to stimulate the interest of active learners.
Introduction to the Theory of Computation Springer Science &
Business Media
This book provides a good introduction to the classical
elementary number theory and the modern algorithmic number
theory, and their applications in computing and information
technology, including computer systems design, cryptography
and network security. In this second edition proofs of many
theorems have been provided, further additions and
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corrections were made.

Categories, Types, and Structures Mit Press
Basic Category Theory for Computer Scientists
provides a straightforward presentation of the basic
constructions and terminology of category theory,
including limits, functors, natural transformations,
adjoints, and cartesian closed categories. Category
theory is a branch of pure mathematics that is
becoming an increasingly important tool in theoretical
computer science, especially in programming
language semantics, domain theory, and concurrency,
where it is already a standard language of discourse.
Assuming a minimum of mathematical preparation,
Basic Category Theory for Computer Scientists
provides a straightforward presentation of the basic
constructions and terminology of category theory,
including limits, functors, natural transformations,
adjoints, and cartesian closed categories. Four case
studies illustrate applications of category theory to
programming language design, semantics, and the
solution of recursive domain equations. A brief
literature survey offers suggestions for further study
in more advanced texts. Contents Tutorial •
Applications • Further Reading
Introduction to the Theory of Computation Pearson
Education India
An easy-to-comprehend text for required
undergraduate courses in computer theory, this work
thoroughly covers the three fundamental areas of
computer theory--formal languages, automata theory,
and Turing machines. It is an imaginative and
pedagogically strong attempt to remove the
unnecessary mathematical complications associated
with the study of these subjects. The author
substitutes graphic representation for symbolic
proofs, allowing students with poor mathematical
background to easily follow each step. Includes a
large selection of well thought out problems at the
end of each chapter.
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